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In the framework of the geological disposal of radioactive waste, the characterization of the Boom Clay
and its environment has been going on for more than 30 years. During this time, a great quantity of data
was collected to support the research on the reference host rock. A geo-scientific information system was
built to store the data acquired in this framework,. The aim was to create a central place where all types
of data could be looked up for further analyses and interpretation. All data stored in the system are
geographically referenced.

The GSIS database was created using PostgreSQL database with PostGIS spatial extension. PostgreSQL
is an open-source object-relational database management system (ORDBMS) based on POSTGRES,
developed at the University of California at Berkeley Computer Science Department. POSTGRES
pioneered many concepts that only became available in some commercial database systems much later.
PostgreSQL is an open-source descendant of this original Berkeley code. It supports SQL92 and SQL99
and offers many modern features: complex queries, foreign keys, triggers, views, transactional integrity,
multi-version concurrency control. PostGIS is an extension to the PostgreSQL object-relational database
system which allows GIS (Geographic Information Systems) objects to be stored in the database. PostGIS
includes support for GiST-based R-Tree spatial indexes, and functions for analysis and processing of GIS
objects.

The GSIS database consists of three principal database domains, the objects database domain (ObjectsDB)
and the data domain (DataDB) – see Figure 1. ObjectsDB includes the definitions (including the geometry/
position) and relative hierarchy of the objects. The objects are defined as structures, enclosed areas or
scientific instruments with definable geometry (2D or 3D) including samples used to acquire data
(boreholes, piezometers, sampling locations, galleries, sensors, etc.). DataDB includes information about
data, defined as values (mostly numeric, but possible metadata) obtained from objects. Data records are
organised in measurements (time series), analyses (set of measured values) or logs (measurements along a
spatial axis). The link between the ObjectDB and DataDB is made through the objects to data table.

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the main components of the GSIS database system.
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Besides the ObjectsDB and DataDB, GSIS database contains a number of auxiliary tables. These tables can
include lists or data tree structures. Lists are tables of authorized data that can be entered in specific fields
of the main tables (e.g. the list of parameters, list of available units, etc.). The existence of lists helps to
assure referential integrity of the database and optimal storage of data. Data-tree structures are lists that
are structured in a data tree, for example stratigraphic data.

The users access the GSIS database system via a web-based user interface. This interface allows for lookup
of the records using geographical and classical query tools. The selection can be saved and used for further
search or export.

This work is performed in close cooperation with, and with the financial support of ONDRAF/NIRAS, the
Belgian Agency for Radioactive Waste and Fissile Materials, as part of the programme on geological
disposal of high-level/long-lived radioactive waste that is carried out by ONDRAF/NIRAS.

Figure 2: Screen shot showing the web-based user interface to GSIS.


